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WHO WE ARE

I N T R O D U C T I O N

HOW OUR CURRICULUM IS CREATED

By partnering with teachers in a teacher led, BOCES facilitated model the OHM BOCES Science 
Center supports schools in transforming educational opportunities throughout districts.  In focusing 
on student learning through STEAM-based inquiry and engineering experiences we strive to inspire 
the next generation of scientists, engineers, and innovators and to help students develop the skills 
they need to succeed in a rapidly changing world.

The OHM BOCES Science Center offers science 
kits and digital resources for students in grades 
K-5.  Using hands-on experience, these kits are 
aligned to the New York State Science Learning 
Standards. Other important aspects of this service 
are staff development and technical assistance, in-
depth kit workshops for new teachers and those 
who change grade levels, content development 
through workshops and curriculum review.

In-district teachers (teacher developers) collaborate and 
team with our science curriculum specialists to build, revise 
and refine our OHM Science Center curriculum.  The goal 
of OHM Science Center is to meet the needs of students, 
to provide them with the necessary skills that will help 
students successfully complete and meet the Performance 
Expectations required by New York State.  This includes Three 
Dimensional Learning through Science and Engineering 
Practices, Crosscutting Concepts, and Disciplinary Core Ideas 
which is the backbone of our curriculum.

Curriculum materials are offered through the Agilix Buzz learning 
management system. Educators have access to lesson plans, 
presentation files, workbooks, journals, tutorial videos, student 
videos, as well as Spanish workbooks and presentation files.
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T H R E E  D I M E N S I O N A L  L E A R N I N G

Each of the OHM Science Center kits are aligned to the New York State P-12 Science Learning Standards.

Life Science Earth and Space Sciences Physical Science

Kindergarten
SKK.3 Relationships in an 

Ecosystem
K-LS1-1, K-ESS3-1, K-ESS2-2,
K-ESS3-3, K-2-ETS1-1, K-2-

ETS1-2, 
K-2-ETS1-3

SKK.4 The 5 Senses
P-LS1-2

SKK.2 Weather and Climate
K-PS3-1, K-PS3-2, K-ESS2-1,

K-ESS3-2, K-PS1-1
SKK.1 Objects in Motion

K-PS2-1, KPS2-2

Grade 1
SK1.4 The Human Body

1-LS1-1

SK1.3 Animals and Survival
1-LS1-1, 1-LS1-2, 1-LS3-1

SK1.2 Our Sun and the Night Sky
1-ESS1-1, 1-ESS1-2

SK1.1 Light, Sound & 
Communication

1-PS4-1, 1-PS4-2, 1-PS4-3,
1-PS4-4, K-2-ETS1-1, 

K-2-ETS1-2, K-2-ETS1-3
Grade 2

SK2.3 The Diversity of Life
2-LS4-1, 2-LS2-2

SK2.4 Plants
2-LS2-1, 2-LS2-2

SK2.2 The Dynamic Earth
2-ESS1-1, 2-ESS2-1, 2-ESS2-2, 2-

ESS2-3, K-2-ETS1-1, K-2-ETS1-2, K-2-ETS1-3

SK2.1 The Nature of Matter
2-PS1-1, 2-PS1-2, 2-PS1-4, 2-

PS1-4, K-2-ETS1-1, K-2-ETS1-2, 
K-2-ETS1-3

Grade 3
SK3.3 Life Cycles in Nature

3-LS1-1, 3-LS3-1, 3-LS3-2, 
3-LS4-2, -5-ETS1-1, 3-5-ETS1-2, 

3-5-ETS1-3

SK3.4 Adaptations and Survival
3-LS2-1, 3-LS4-1, 3-

LS4-3, 3-LS4-4, 3-5-ETS1-1, 
3-5-ETS1-2, 3-5-ETS1-3

SK3.2 Global Climate
3-ESS2-1, 3-ESS2-2, 3-ESS3-1,

3-ESS2-3

SK3.1 Forces in Physics
3-PS2-1, 3-PS2-2, 3-PS2-3, 

3-PS2-4, 3-5-ETS1-1, 2-5-ETS1-2, 
3-5-ETS1-3

Grade 4

SK4.4 Structures and Functions 
of Life

4-LS1-1, 4-LS1-2, 4-PS4-2, 
3-5-ETS1-1, 3-5-ETS1-2, 

3-5-ETS1-3

SK4.3 Shaping Our Earth
4-ESS1-1, 4-ESS2-1, 4-ESS2-2, 

4-ESS3-2

SK4.1 Understanding Energy
4-PS3-1, 4-PS3-2, 4-PS3-3, 

4-PS3-4, 4-ESS3-1, ,3-5-ETS1-1, 3-5-
ETS1-2, 3-5-ETS1-3

SK4.2 Waves
4-PS4-1, 4-PS4-2, 4-PS4-3,

3-5-ETS1-1, 3-5-ETS1-2, 
3-5-ETS1-3

Grade 5

SK5.4 The Energy of Life
5-PS3-1, 5-LS1-1, 5-LS2-1

SK5.3 Space Systems
5-PS2-1, 5-ESS1-1, 5-ESS1-2

SK5.2 Earth’s Systems
5-ESS2-1, 5-ESS2-2, 5-ESS3-1

SK5.1 Chemistry in Our World
5-PS1-1, 5-PS1-2, 5-PS1-3, 

5-PS1-4

N Y S S L S  C U R R I C U L M  F R A M E W O R K

Three Dimensional Learning is the core of the OHM Science Center curriculum that involves the blending 
of three dimensions to create performance expectations for what students should be able to do by the 
end of a grade or grade band. The integration of content and application reflects how science is practiced.
 
Disciplinary Core Ideas are grouped in four domains: physical science, life science, earth and space sciences, 
technology and science applications. Disciplinary core ideas identify the content students learn. 

Practices describe the behaviors students will engage in as they investigate and create models and theories 
about phenomena. Practices are “what students do," or how they learn. 

Crosscutting concepts are applied across all domains of science. They 
link the different science domains since they provide an organization of 
how students think. Crosscutting concepts describe what students are 
to look for (how they think) while investigating to interrelate knowledge 
between multiple science fields.

Teachers and students are exposed to the Three Dimensional icons 
within the lesson plans, presentations and workbooks as visual 
alignment cues.

Science and Engineering
Practices Disciplinary Core Ideas Cross Cutting Concepts

Asking Questions Earth and Space Sciences Patterns

Developing and 
Using Models Life Sciences Cause and Effect

Planning and Conducting
Investigations Physical Sciences Scale, Proportion and

Quantity

Analyzing and
Interpreting Data Engineering and Design Systems and System

Models

Mathematics and
Computation Energy and Matter

Constructing 
Explanations Structure and Function

Engaging in Argument
from Evidence Stability and Change

Obtaining, Evaluating 
and Communicating 
Information
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G R A D E  K  U N I T S

*Note: Unit length is determined based on the following time allotted for science instruction
 •  K-1: Three 20-minute sessions per week

Title of Unit Suggested
Unit Length

Instructional 
Sessions Description

SK1.1 Light,
Sound &

Communication

NYSSLS: Waves:
Light & Sound

7 Weeks

14 Lessons
This 1st grade storyline on light and sound starts 
with students examining images of phenomenal 
sights and sounds. Students are encouraged to 
ask questions about the phenomena to help guide 
the unit. Their questions lead to: what senses are 
needed to see and hear, how does sound travel, 
what makes objects visible, how can light change, 
how can the sun be helpful and harmful, and how 
can I communicate using light and sound?

SK1.2 Our Sun
and the Night

Sky

NYSSLS: Space
Systems:

Patterns and
Cycles

9 Weeks

17 Lessons

This 1st grade storyline on space systems starts 
with students examining images of phenomenal 
space patterns. Students are encouraged to ask 
questions about the phenomena to help guide the 
unit. Their questions lead to: how does sunlight 
change, when are other stars visible, when is the
moon visible, and what patterns can I see when 
looking at the sun, moon and stars from where I live?

SK1.3 Animals
and Survival

NYSSLS:
Structure,
Function &
Information
Processing

6 Weeks

11 Lessons
This 1st grade storyline on structure starts with 
students examining images of phenomenal 
animals. Students are encouraged to ask questions 
about the phenomena to help guide the unit. Their
questions lead to: how do animals use their body 
coverings to help them, how do animal behaviors 
and similarities to their parents help them 
survive, and how can humans use different animal 
characteristics to invent new things?

SK1.4 The
Human Body

NYSSLS:
Structure,
Function &
Information
Processing

6 Weeks

11 Lessons
This 1st grade storyline on structures starts with 
students examining images of phenomenal human 
actions. Students are encouraged to ask questions 
about the phenomena to help guide the unit. Their
questions lead to: what are human needs and 
wants, how does the human body work, how does 
the brain send messages to our body, why do 
people get sick, and how do our body systems 
work together?

G R A D E  1  U N I T S

*Note: Unit length is determined based on the following time allotted for science instruction
 •  K-1: Three 20-minute sessions per week

Title of Unit Suggested
Unit Length

Instructional 
Sessions Description

SKK.1
Objects in Motion

NYSSLS: Forces and 
Interactions: Pushes 

& Pulls

6 Weeks

12 Lessons

This kindergarten storyline on pushes and 
pulls starts with students examining images of 
phenomenal forces. Students are encouraged to 
ask questions about the phenomena to help guide 
the unit. Their questions lead to: what is motion 
and what can make an object move faster or 
change direction?

SKK.2
Weather and

Climate

NYSSLS:
Weather and

Climate

7 Weeks

14 Lessons

This kindergarten storyline on weather starts
with students examining images of phenomenal 
weather conditions. Students are encouraged to 
ask questions about the phenomena to help guide 
the unit. Their questions lead to: how weather 
can be described, exploring why things get hot or 
cold, why weather is different throughout the year, 
and why is it important to predict weather?

SKK.3
Relationships

in an
Ecosystem

NYSSLS:
Interdependent
Relationships in

Ecosystems:
Animals,

Plants, and
their Environment

8 Weeks

15 Lessons

This kindergarten storyline on relationships starts 
with students examining images of phenomenal 
plants and animals. Students are encouraged to 
ask questions about the phenomena to help guide 
the unit. Their questions lead to: what are the 
parts of an ecosystem, what do plants and animals 
need to survive, how do living things interact and 
what can people do to help an ecosystem?

SKK.4 The
Five Senses

NYSSLS:
Interdependent
Relationships in

Ecosystems:
Animals,

Plants, and
their Environment

4 Weeks

8 Lessons

This kindergarten storyline on relationships starts 
with students examining images of phenomenal 
human senses. Students are encouraged to ask 
questions about the phenomena to help guide the 
unit. Their questions lead to: what are senses, how 
does each sense help you through the day, and
how do animals use their senses?
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*Note: Unit length is determined based on the following time allotted for science instruction
 •  2-3: Three 30-minute sessions per week

Title of Unit Suggested
Unit Length

Instructional 
Sessions Description

SK3.1 Forces
in Physics

NYSSLS: Forces
and

Interactions

5 Weeks

16 Lessons
This 3rd grade storyline on forces starts with 
students examining images of phenomenal forces. 
Students are encouraged to ask questions about 
the phenomena to help guide the unit. Their 
questions lead to: how changing a force can 
explain motion, how a force can be measured, 
how can the attraction, force and strength of 
magnets be changed, and how can we design a 
vehicle that moves using magnets?

SK3.2 Global
Climate

NYSSLS:
Weather and

Climate

6 Weeks

19 Lessons
This 3rd grade storyline on weather and climate 
starts with students examining images of 
phenomenal weather conditions. Students are 
encouraged to ask questions about the phenomena 
to help guide the unit. Their questions lead to: what 
makes water special, what is weather and how do 
we measure weather conditions, how do we predict
weather, what are the effects of extreme weather in 
different climates, and how can people prepare for 
different weather disasters?

SK3.3 Life
Cycles in
Nature

NYSSLS:
Inheritance and

Variation of
Traits: Life
Cycles and

Traits

7 Weeks

11 Lessons
This 3rd grade storyline on life cycles and 
traits starts with students examining images of 
phenomenal animals. Students are encouraged to 
ask questions about the phenomena to help guide 
the unit. Their questions lead to: what patterns can 
be found ln life cycles, why don’t all living things 
look the same, how does the environment
influence living things and how does the
environment affect life cycles?

SK3.4
Adaptations
and Survival

NYSSLS:
Interdependent
Relationships in

Ecosystems

6 Weeks

16 Lessons
This 3rd grade storyline on relationships starts with 
students examining images of phenomenal human 
and natural impacts. Students are encouraged to 
ask questions about the phenomena to help guide 
the unit. Their questions lead to: how do humans
change and impact the environment, what are
natural environmental changes and impacts 
leading up to how we know the existence of 
organisms that have not survived some of 
these changes?

G R A D E  2  U N I T S G R A D E  3  U N I T S

*Note: Unit length is determined based on the following time allotted for science instruction
 •  2-3: Three 30-minute sessions per week

Title of Unit Suggested
Unit Length

Instructional 
Sessions Description

SK2.1 The
Nature of

Matter

NYSSLS:
Structure and
Properties of

Matter

7 Weeks

14 Lessons

This 2nd grade storyline on properties of 
matter starts with students examining images 
of phenomena. Students are encouraged to ask 
questions about the phenomena to help guide the 
unit. Their questions lead to: how can we describe 
the different properties of matter, what can matter 
do, and how can matter be changed?

SK2.2 The
Dynamic

Earth

NYSSLS: Earth’s
Systems:

Processes that
Shape the

Earth

9 Weeks

18 Lessons

This 2nd grade storyline on Earth’s systems 
starts with students examining images of natural 
phenomena. Students are encouraged to ask 
questions about the phenomena to help guide the 
unit. Their questions lead to: what are landforms, 
how are landforms created, and how can erosion 
be prevented?

SK2.3 The
Diversity of

Life

NYSSLS:
Interdependent
Relationships in

Ecosystems

7 Weeks

15 Lessons This 2nd grade storyline on relationships starts 
with students examining images of phenomenal 
animals. Students are encouraged to ask questions 
about the phenomena to help guide the unit. Their
questions lead to: how do living and non-living 
things interact in habitats, how can plants and
animals survive in different environments, what 
can we do to take care of the environment, how 
are animals dependent on natural resources, and 
how do adaptations help an animal survive in its 
environment?

SK2.4 Plants

NYSSLS:
Interdependent
Relationships in

Ecosystems

5 Weeks

11 Lessons

This 2nd grade storyline on plants starts with 
students examining images of phenomenal plants. 
Students are encouraged to ask questions about 
the phenomena to help guide the unit. Their 
questions lead to: how do seeds grow, what are 
the parts of a plant and their job,and what does a 
plant need to grow?
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*Note: Unit length is determined based on the following time allotted for science instruction
 •  4-5: Three 40-minute sessions per week

Title of Unit Suggested
Unit Length

Instructional 
Sessions Description

SK5.1
Chemistry in
Our World

NYSSLS:
Structures and
Properties of

Matter

7 Weeks

19 Lessons

This 5th grade storyline on properties of matter
starts with students examining images of 
phenomenal matter. Students are encouraged
to ask questions about the phenomena to help
guide the unit. Their questions lead to: what is
matter, what tests can we conduct to identify
matter, and how can matter change?

SK5.2 Earth’s
Systems

NYSSLS: Earth’s
Systems

5 Weeks

16 Lessons
This 5th grade storyline on Earth’s systems starts 
with students examining images of phenomenal 
weather conditions. Students are encouraged to ask 
questions about the phenomena to help guide the 
unit. Their questions lead to identifying the different 
earth systems and exploring the interactions of the
systems. Students next examine how our lives are 
affected by the different systems and how the Earth 
is impacted by human activities.

SK5.3 Space
Systems

NYSSLS: Space
Systems: Stars
and the Solar

System

5 Weeks

16 Lessons

This 5th grade storyline on space systems starts
with students examining images of phenomena. 
Students are encouraged to ask questions about 
the phenomena to help guide the unit. Their 
questions lead: to how does gravity affect objects, 
how is Earth similar to the Sun, and how is our 
location on Earth affected by Earth’s movements?

SK5.4 The
Energy of Life

NYSSLS: Matter
& Energy in

Organisms and
Ecosystems

4 Weeks

13 Lessons

This 5th grade storyline on ecosystems starts with 
students examining images of animal phenomena. 
Students are encouraged to ask questions 
about the phenomena to help guide the unit. 
Their questions lead to: what are the needs of 
all organisms, how does matter move among 
organisms, how do organisms use energy and how 
does energy flow in an ecosystem?

G R A D E  5  U N I T S

*Note: Unit length is determined based on the following time allotted for science instruction
 •  4-5: Three 40-minute sessions per week

Title of Unit Suggested
Unit Length

Instructional 
Sessions Description

SK4.1
Understanding

Energy

NYSSLS: Energy

4 Weeks

13 Lessons

This 4th grade storyline on energy starts with 
students examining images of phenomenal energy 
sources. Students are encouraged to ask questions 
about the phenomena to help guide the unit. Their 
questions lead to: what is energy and where does 
it come from, how can energy change and how do 
we use energy?

SK4.2 Waves

NYSSLS: Waves
and Information

4 Weeks

15 Lessons

This 4th grade storyline on waves starts with 
students examining images of communication 
phenomena. Students are encouraged to ask 
questions about the phenomena to help guide the 
unit. Their questions lead to: what is a wave, how 
do we use our senses to observe what information 
is carried in a wave, and what are the limits of wave 
communication?

SK4.3 Shaping
Our Earth

NYSSLS: Earth’s
Systems:

Processes that
Shape the Earth

4 Weeks

13 Lessons
This 4th grade storyline on Earth’s systems 
starts with students examining images of natural 
phenomena. Students are encouraged to ask 
questions about the phenomena to help guide the 
unit. Their questions lead to: what causes erosion, 
how can we tell the Earth has changed over time, 
what forces cause earthquakes and volcanic 
eruptions, and how does an earthquake affect 
humans?

SK4.4
Structures and
Functions of

Life

NYSSLS:
Structure,
Function &
Information
Processing

4 Weeks

13 Lessons

This 4th grade storyline on structures starts with 
students examining images of plant and animal 
phenomena. Students are encouraged to ask 
questions about the phenomena to help guide 
the unit. Their questions lead to: how do plants 
survive, grow and reproduce, and how do animals 
use memories and sensory inputs so survive?

G R A D E  4  U N I T S
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Earth Systems

S A M P L E  T E A C H E R  G U I D E  -  G R A D E  5
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D R I V I N G  Q U E S T I O N  S T O R Y L I N E D R I V I N G  Q U E S T I O N  S T O R Y L I N E

Kit Driving 
Phenomena and 

Question. Explanation 
of science 
content.

Connection to 
Performance 
Expectation.

Real world
phenomena.

Steering questions to guide learning.
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D R I V I N G  S U M M A R Y T E A C H E R  M A T E R I A L  P R E P

Lesson 
sequence and 
summaries.

Video links and 
websites are provided 
for easy whitelisting.

Materials can easily 
be gathered and set 
up for student use.
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S A M P L E  L E S S O N  P L A N S S A M P L E  W O R K B O O K S

Each Lesson plan 
provides the NYSSLS 

Performance 
Expectation that 

is being addressed 
along with the 

thinking concepts and 
practices applied.

Workbooks combine reading 
skills with science content for 
science literacy to incorporate 

ELA into science.

Essential questions 
viewable for students 
to better achieve the 

learning goal.

Icons depict the thinking 
concepts and practices 

student will apply.

Student friendly formatting.

Vocabulary and material 
resources are pointed out 

for preparation ease. 

Color coding 
identifies 
each of 

the three 
learning 

dimensions 
to encourage 

strong 
discussions.
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S A M P L E  A S S E S S M E N T

Scenario based 
assessments 
written with 
real world 

phenomena. Professional Development 
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Intro to CCC
One of the three dimensions of NYSSLS, Crosscutting Concepts are applied across all domains
of science. They link the different science domains, providing common themes in categorizing
and organizing how students think. Crosscutting Concepts describe what students are to look
for while investigating to relate knowledge between multiple science fields. Join the OHM
Science Center to explore the 7 Crosscutting Concepts. We will walk through each crosscutting
concept, their progressions, suggested questioning prompts, and share examples. This
session is available P-12.

Phenomena
Science begins with a phenomenon that causes an observer to question the natural or 
humanmade worlds, instills curiosity. A practice of science is to ask and refine questions that lead 
to descriptions and explanations of how the natural and designed world works and how it can be
tested. Join the OHM Science Center to review best practices in utilizing this model to develop
phenomena-based questions to steer your unit.

Write a CER
The process of Claim Evidence Reasoning (CER) is a writing framework to assist students in
thinking like scientists by finding evidence and applying reasoning. This session will walk
through the CER process including designing scaffolds and modifications. This session is
available P-12.

NYSSLS Assessments
With the release of the prototypes and studied examples from the Next Generation Science
Standard Implementing states, general expectations for the rigor and design of science
assessments have been identified. This session will walk through several rubrics, including a
locally adapted checklist to evaluate a science assessment. This session’s resource can be
used to review your local tests and quizzes. This session is available P-12.

Three Dimensional Science
This is a 5-hour course that will explore Three Dimensional Learning. Three Dimensional
Learning is the blending of three dimensions to create performance expectations for what
students should be able to do by the end of a grade or grade band. The integration of content
and application reflects how science is practiced. In this course educators learn about and
identify Disciplinary Core Ideas, Science and Engineering Practices, and Crosscutting
Concepts within their own curriculum. This session is available P-12.

P R O F E S S I O N A L  D E V E L O P M E N T

The OHM BOCES Science Center provides professional development on curriculum,
investigations, pedagogy and NYSSLS information. Please contact
elemscienceteam@oneida-boces.org for customized trainings or visit our website to
view regional trainings at oneida-boces.org/science.

Curriculum Kit Training
o Grade Specific Curriculum Kit Training
o Navigating curriculum on Buzz
o Driving phenomena presentation to hook students
o Lesson by lesson demonstration of activities and expectations
o Assessment
o Q & A

Think Like a Scientist
The “Think Like a Scientist” mini unit has been created in response to our focus on demystifying
the practices and crosscutting concepts. Everyday examples are used to promote relevance
before having the opportunity to apply to the kit specific content. The resource has been created
to be adaptable for implementation. There is no one way to use it. Join the OHM Science
Center to learn at least three ways to incorporate Think Like a Scientist in your classroom. This
session is targeted for K-5 science kit users and/or administrators.

What is NYSSLS?
The format of the New York State Science Learning Standards (NYSSLS) can require some time
to break down. This session will walk through the framework and how to read a NYSSLS
document. Through the discussion, participants will be able to consider how traditional
information sharing will transition to student experience and sense making. This session is
available P-12.

Investigations
Step by step walk through of investigation, including: arrival, advanced preparations, setup,
classroom options, teaching strategies, expectations, grading options and completion.

Three Dimensionalize your Lessons
Bring your lesson plans! The OHM Science Center Team will review the NYSSLS shifts and
Three Dimensional Learning. Attendees will learn how to align their lessons to NYSSLS and 3D
Learning. This session is available P-12.

Intro to SEP
One of the three dimensions of NYSSLS, Science and Engineering Practices (SEP’s) describe
the behaviors students will engage in as they investigate and create models and theories about
phenomena. Practices are “what students do," or how they learn. Join the OHM Science Center
to explore the 8 Science and Engineering Practices. We will walk through each SEP, their
progressions, suggested implementations for each, and share examples. This session is
available P-12.

P R O F E S S I O N A L  D E V E L O P M E N T
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Please visit the OHM BOCES Science Center website for additional information

oneida-boces.org/science

Our continuous improvement model prioritizes our BOCES facilitated, teacher led initiative, 
meaning all initiatives are led by teachers and support resources are created in response 

to a continuous feedback loop.

We hope the OHM enhancements make your science teaching experience easy and enjoyable.

*NOTE: Planetarium availiable within a100 mile radius of OHM BOCES

SUPERVISOR, INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES

Jennifer Parzych jparzych@oneida-boces.org
315-223-4758

OHM SCIENCE CENTER

Paula Larkin, Program Specialist plarkin@oneida-boces.org
315-793-8684

Samantha Steiff, Program Specialist sstreiff@oneida-boces.org
315-793-4749

OHM Science Help Desk sciencecenter@oneida-boces.org
315-793-8506

OHM Science Center Professional 
Development elemscienceteam@oneida-boces.org

PORTABLE PLANETARIUM*

Samantha Steiff, Program Specialist sstreiff@oneida-boces.org
315-223-4749

C O N T A C T  U SN O T E S




